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A revised and updated edition (with an increase of than 70% new materials) of the evergreen common about the innate
variations between children and how better to parent and train kids successfully, with new chapters on sexual
orientation and on transgender and intersex kids.Eleven years ago, Why Gender Matters broke ground in illuminating the
differences between boys and girls--how they perceive the world differently, how they learn differently, how they
process emotions and take risks differently. Sax's function. a completely new discussion of analysis on gender non-
conforming, LGB, and transgender medicalizing normal behavior (see: the rising prices of ADHD medical diagnosis), and
failing to support kids to attain their complete potential. In the intervening decade, the globe has changed significantly,
with an avalanche of brand-new analysis which supports, deepens,  This revised and updated edition includes brand-new
findings about how boys and girls interact differently with social media and video games; Dr.and expands Dr. Sax argued
that in failing to recognize these hardwired differences between children, we ended up reinforcing damaging
stereotypes, kids, new results about how kids see differently, hear differently, and even smell differently; and new
material about the medicalization of poor behavior.
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Great read! Great parenting insights, but not your average parenting book Loved it. I believed I knew a whole lot but this
book has taught me stuff I never knew! In fact, it would have been beneficial for me to learn this book when I was
concluding my undergrad going to get into my career. boys. By using this reserve, I am in a position to understand my
learners better, and understand the difference between boys and girls. This book submits data for you, then the author
provides his opinion on that data. Essential read for parents. I will be keeping this book readily available to refer back to
often! This book blew my mind! Not merely can we help them develop and succeed, but we can also help them feel
understood, looked after, and loved. Very well-sourced and interesting look at gender differences This book offered so
many interesting and thought-provoking factual statements about the differences in boys and girls that it ought to be
read by everyone. You don't need to agree with every point in order to appreciate the argument that modern lifestyle
treats gender inappropriately and inadequately.The biological differences between men and women discussed in the
book only make it worth reading. One of a kind There is nothing like this book: evidence by the bucket load - but you are
not overwhelmed by citations, for he puts the references in as needed and in ways that's easy on the eyes.His
conclusions are based on or with the support of the studies which he adduces.His composing design is sober but very
entertaining. A must browse for teachers of young children! Wonderful insights which have made me a much more
affected individual teacher and added the challenge of a new approach to teaching kids differently based on their
developmental stages. The achievement is obvious and also parents have noticed and complimented me! Very helpful!. A
breath of scientific oxygen backed by hard science and research. A must browse for parents! Explains the scientifically
proven physical and mental differences between male and feminine and how this might mean that different teaching
strategies work better for one vs the various other. There are a great number of references. There is also a very
informative and concerning chapter on cultural media/video games, and how they are influencing ladies & In the
classroom, we are therefore quick to become disappointed and angry. This book gave many real-life encounters and
stories that were eye opening. Why Gender Matters was an extremely interesting read. It was a fast, extremely
interesting, and insightful go through. Informative and fun Great publication that explores the scientific differences
between genders. Wow! I always wondered how I could end up being accepting of children which were transgender or
identified themselves in the LGBT community even though it proceeded to go against my personal beliefs. I am a
therapist for 30 years and I am a devoted reader and teaching participant. I would recommend this book to additional
teachers and parents. Very easy to read and understand I think all the teachers and parents should read it. Amazing
book This is an incredible study for me. His tone throughout the book is certainly respectful, but he does point out that
the existing trend in our tradition to deny gender difference, is situated more on ideology than on fact and facts.I go
through all of his books. Must read. A terrific way to hear different perspectives Great read for a college program. The
various perspectives definitely supply the reader some food for believed. Leonard Sax does an excellent job of explaining
the reality of gender distinctions between boys and girls, and how exactly to let that information our teaching and
parenting of them. Great publication! Non biased just factual evidence in an readable format. Just on web page 50 but
wish I acquired this when my boy and daughter were small. I bought one for my child as she has 3 boys. It is detrimental
for us in order to meet the needs of our students wherever they are.. This book was fascinating, and I would recommend
it to teachers and parents. Fascinating read. Super easy to learn and understand. I believe as an educator, that it opened
my eye to so a lot of things. Whether or not you agree with the opinion of the author, he submits proof and statistics so
that you can form your personal opinion! Great read, specifically for teachers or parents. I browse it because I love
parenting books, but it's more than your normal parenting book. Heard about this from a instructor friend. Great book
This book is actually interesting. He's the only voice I've heard that points out the scholarly proof differences while at
exactly the same time encouraging us not to restrict boys and girls to stereotypical gender roles.ideal for grandmas too!
One you will not mind reading more than once. Regret that I didn't discover all of them sooner. This is a MUST read for
anybody wondering about the existing propaganda about gender this and gender that. That is an updated version of its
first release in 2005. and very useful. It really is deeply rooted in evidence As a mother or father, I found this publication
fascinating, illuminating, and very useful. It is deeply rooted in proof, rather than ideology. Everyone should read it.
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